
IMPROVES  
YOUR: 

Hand/Eye co-ordination 
Kicking
Passing 

Catching 
Sharpen Reflexes 

Agility 
Speed

TRAIN ANYWHERE 
ANYTIME
INTRODUCING ONE TOUCH RUGBY,  
THE ULTIMATE TRAINING AID FOR IMPROVING 
& DEVELOPING ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR GAME 

SELWYN COBBO
Rugby League and 

Brisbane Broncos Player.



INTRODUCING 

CUSTOMIZING YOUR  
PACK / ADJUSTING RUBBER 

TETHER FOR YOUR HEIGHT

The ball must be touching the ground when standing  
upright with your OneTouch pack on, if the ball is hanging 

freely or not touching ground, your rubber tether is too SHORT,  
if your ball is touching the ground and you have a lot of extra slack 

in the rubber tether, this means your rubber tether is too LONG. 

When adjusting  the rubber tether it must be straight and be line with your 
body, with your OneTouch pack on whilst the ball is touching the ground, 

minimal slack is required for best results in the rubber, the straighter  the 
rubber the better it is. This is customizing your pack for your height. 

Perfect length,  
rubber straight down

Too short, ball not 
touching ground

Too Long, too much  
slack in rubber

IMPORTANT INFORMATION BEFORE  
USING THE ONE TOUCH
When starting to use the RUGBY ONE TOUCH, always start at low impact 
for both throwing or kicking. 

• This determines the speed the rugby ball returns back to you. 

• Allow a 5 Minute warm – up to assist with hand and eye coordination

•  Always train within your ability and at the level that makes you  
feel comfortable. Another factor determining the speed of the return  
of the Rugby Ball is the length of the cord. 

•  The shorter the cord, the quicker the return speed of the Rugby Ball. 

 
NEVER train with the ONE TOUCH wearing glasses. 

DO NOT attempt training drills beyond your skills or capacity.  

SIZE RUGBY 
LEAGUE

CORD LENGTH RUGBY 
LEAGUE

PLAYER HEIGHT  
RUGBY LEAGUE

Mini Size 3 
Synthetic 
(League Only)

110cm 140-159cm

Size 4  
Mod Synthetic

110cm, 115cm, 130cm
140-159cm,  
160-179cm,  
180-193cm

Size 5  
Synthetic

115cm, 130cm,  
140cm, 150cm

160-179cm,  
180-193cm,  
194-200cm, 
 201-210cm

SIZE RUGBY 
UNION

CORD LENGTH RUGBY 
UNION

PLAYER HEIGHT 
RUGBY UNION 

Size 4  
Synthetic

110cm 140-159cm

Size 5  
Synthetic

115cm, 130cm,  
140cm, 150cm

160-179cm,  
180-193cm,  
194-200cm, 
 201-210cm

ONE TOUCH RUGBY



TRAINING DRILLS
WITH THE RUGBY ONE TOUCH 

1 

2

FULL LENGTH RUBBER/CORD
A. Kick the ball left or right at the same time you are practising 

marking the ball out in front with your hands or on the chest fantastic 
for building confidence with yourhands and left and right kicking. 

B. Practise a grubber kick out in front and run forward to 
receive a loose ball, great reflex training. 

C. Practise a left or right pass either flicking or 
spiralling the ball for a quick receive, 

continue this multiple times for great muscle memory. 

D. Moving your feet continually whilst passing the ball, 
left and right side of your body to create a more realistic 

game style feels great fitness and muscle memory 

E. Now combine all above for an all-round game simulation, 
kicking the ball out in front receiving, passing left or right, 

a grubber kick the ball out in front to pick up a  
loose ball, sidestep, do another past left or right, 

continuefor 2 mins for an extreme work out, great for fitness.   

SHORT RUBBER/CORD 
FROM KNEES UP TO YOUR WAIST 

(Custom the height of the rubber/cord to your personal 
length the shorter it is the faster and quicker it comes back)  

A. Flicking or spiralling the ball out in front or to the sides 
left and right Creating quick reflexes and confident 

hands the shorter the rubber the more extreme 
reflexes are needed  

B. Start moving the feet whilst  
flicking or spiralling the ball, to get that  

real game stimulation, great for 
pre-game warm-up to get 
your hands ready to play. 


